
The latest in Intumescent Fire 
Damper  technology.

INTRODUCING

Aerodynamic blade 
design, assured 

performance and 
total confidence.



*Patent pending in Australia and the UK (UK Patent Application No. 1607085.6).

A leap ahead for the best buildings

A new generation of intumescent fire dampers 
(IFDs) is set to open up new opportunities for 
specifiers and installers.

For 20 years, Kilargo’s fire dampers have provided 
high performance fire protection solutions.

Our revolutionary new blade design*, the IFD Aero, takes 
that effectiveness to an unprecedented level. With less 
noise, greater levels of system efficiency and based on 
years of industry consultation, it’s a smart step forward 
for quality constructions.

The aerodynamic difference

So, what’s the secret? IFD Aero’s clever design 
lets air cut straight across the blade, delivering 
a host of new benefits. 

You can count on it to perform every day: providing virtually 
unobstructed and trouble-free ventilation under normal 
conditions, with total closure in a fire event.

Less:
• airflow resistance
• pressure drop
• noise.

More:
• laminar airflow
• peace of mind
• energy efficiency 
• potential for reduced fan/duct sizing
• flexibility in designs
• confidence in exceptional performance and compliance.

A revolutionary ‘breath of fresh air’  
in building safety and peace of mind.



  

Laminar 
airflow

Fully compliant with all the 
latest Australian Standards

Comfortable 
ventilation

Available across Kilargo’s 
full IFD range 

Quieter

Potential to reduce 
fan or duct size

Energy 
efficient

Performance 
tested

No extra 
costs

Incredible quality, unbelievable value

 Its rigorously tested, state-of the art design is fully 
compliant with the latest Australian and New Zealand 
construction codes.

Of course, it comes with all the benefits that Kilargo’s 
IFD products have delivered for over 20 years, including:

• slimline, robust construction
• no moving parts 
• super-low maintenance regime
• superb service, no fuss
• superior quality and reliability, all proudly manufactured 

in Australia.
• reliable and assured technical support from specifier 

to installer

The IFD Aero Difference
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Kilargo
At Kilargo, we provide simple and smart solutions to maximise the 
safety, comfort and performance of commercial and multi-occupancy 
buildings. Our integrated and cost-effective solutions are designed to 
contain the spread of fire, smoke and sound with many also providing 
energy savings.

Kilargo is built on a 30-year commitment to be the best. We stand 
proudly at the forefront of the industry, delivering products that 
lead the way in design, manufacturing and quality. We are a proud 
Australian manufacturing company with a global presence. 
Our products are rigorously, independently tested for performance. 
For us, it’s about providing exceptional solutions for great buildings: 
helping you meet regulations, protect people and property, and 
enhancing wellbeing.

Talk to us today

Questions about IFD Aero or need help choosing 
the ideal IFD system for your project? Contact us 
today for open, professional support in 
design, specification, installation and 
compliance support.


